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The Response We further
received emails from many

many viewers concerned about
this story: I have the same

problem since i bought the apple
tv i tryed uninstalling and re

installing also tried them all as
well, also tried the app called

AppTwist ive done all of that and
it says that there is a problem

and it may not work right
anymore. Also on mine some one

managed to send a text to it
from there phone and as soon as

i pressed the text button it
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flashed white and went back to
the home screen, was concerned
because this was the 2nd phone
i used to try it on. Other people
who had the same problem as
me found that the app wouldnt
start for them because of a java
update on the day it came out,
Well it may be a problem with

your internet connection but im
not sure, Comment 1 Well Vbg

actually just seems to have been
updated to version 7 by now.
However, let's hope that this

means that there will be a way
to get the PUK codes right - that

means that the code is either
correct or the device hasn't been
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activated for a while. Comment 2
I just tested for my own phone
and this function works as it

should. The build indicates Apple
added a few months ago but it

still works. The only thing it
doesn't work for now it to send a

message to Siri. Here's the
problem with the Apple TV 4K.

There is no way to use Siri on the
Apple TV. So when I try to send a

message to my phone, Siri
recognizes me and my contacts,

but a second later, my iPhone
can't find my Apple TV. I try it for

my wife and it works fine, but
when I try to send a message to

my wife, my iPhone takes a
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month to make it work. Nothing
else is wrong on my side. I tried
all the 4K test on the App Store

and my Apple TV's build
indicates the App Store has been
updated, but it still doesn't work.

I would recommend you to
contact Apple for the problem.
I'm sure they have done their

test before moving on so it must
be something else. Comment 3

The email you just sent is exactly
what I received. I did an update,

and now I can send texts. If I
want to receive them in the mail,
I press on the play button, and
the mail is there in the folder

6d1f23a050
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